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Wandered by Unseen

North Liverpool Land, East Greenland 2015

After arriving home in May 2014 from a very successful and rewarding 
expedition in east Greenland, as my wife Sandy womanfully tackled 

the pile of  fragrant laundry and I worked through a variety of  kit repairs  
and refurbishments, our thoughts turned to the prescient words of  Tom 
Longstaff, a Greenland expeditioner in the 1920s and 1930s.

‘It is impossible to overestimate the influence of  the arctic regions on the 
life of  man in the habitable globe,’ he wrote, going on to outline the origins 
and persistence of  the Greenland icecap. Alarmingly, he continued: ‘Once 
it disappeared it probably could not reproduce itself  under present climat-
ic conditions.’ This was, of  course, before the post-war explosion in our 
use of  hydrocarbons, which has accelerated the rate of  climate change and 
global warming. Further on, Longstaff  details the per capita cost of  twelve 
weeks ‘Spartan holiday’ in 1928 at £58, or £3,200 in today’s money, of which  
‘passage money’ to Greenland was £37. Longstaff  got three months of  expe-
dition for that price, whereas the modern climber gets a mere three weeks.

The north-west aspect of Farfarer Peak, North Liverpool Land. (All photos: Jim 
Gregson)

Mount Mighty’s north face. The ‘S’ line is Snake in the Outback.
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Having become over the last 25 years something of  an arctic specialist 
myself, climatic conditions and expedition costs are issues that have increas-
ingly affected my own northbound ventures. My earliest trips to Greenland 
took place in late July and August, constrained by the dates of  academic 
vacations, but it became obvious that Arctic regions were suffering more 
and more from climatic warming with a more rapid onset of  summer ice 
melt and lessening winter snowfall, so that in later years the optimum times 
for mountaineering expeditions shifted to the tail-end of  winter and very 
early spring. Fortunately for me, early retirement facilitated this change. The 
costs of  going to Greenland however, continue to escalate, eye-wateringly 
so, which probably explains the still small numbers of  people who actually 
set foot or ski on Arctic mountains each year.

Still, if  you really want an adventure in a remote setting then you are 
likely to find a way to make it happen. By dint of  a lot of  research I realised 
there was a splendid area for mountain exploration in the east Greenland 
location of  North Liverpool Land and I was able to go there, first in 2007 
with a ski-touring group, and again in 2014 when my group began to tap 
some more of  the mountaineering potential. The only other teams to climb 
there, to my knowledge, had been two Australian women in 2012.

So for a return visit in mid April 2015, I began recruiting a suitable group 
of  experienced alpinists before Christmas in 2014. In this endeavour I was 
aided by the beautiful short film the Australians had made, and by my own 
large collection of  photographs from previous visits which showed the  
array of  striking peaks which abound in North Liverpool Land with ample 
potential for more first ascents. The proposed duration for the trip and its 
undeniable expense thinned out the numbers but eventually I had a group 

of  six keen and experienced climbers signed up: Sandy and myself, both 
AC, and Geoff  Bonney from the Climbers’ Club, went as we have done for 
several years, and we were joined by Ingrid Baber (Edinburgh SC), Richard 
Toon (AC) and Roger Gott (Lancs MC).

Using my longstanding links with the excellent logistics services provided 
by Paul Walker of  Tangent Expeditions International, I was soon able to 
organise charter flights, food and fuel, specialised equipment, freighting of  
cargo. A few problems over insurance were eventually ironed out. As my 
friends and I get older, but no less active and adventurous, actuaries and 
underwriters seem to want to make life harder for us. Climbing mountains 
is the easy bit.

We all assembled in good time at Reykjavik and next day drove north  
to Akureyri from where a Twin Otter charter would take us across the  
Denmark Strait and the pack ice to land at Constable Pynt/Nerlerit  
Inaat where there is an airstrip on a delta projecting into Hurry Fjord in 
the Scoresby Sund region. Our onward journey was delayed for a day as 
Tangent’s Snow Dragon snowmobiles were away from base dealing with  
the evacuation of  a group from the Stauning Alper who had suffered  
injuries in an avalanche incident. This minor delay allowed us to begin to 
adjust to the winter cold, and get our ‘baggage train’ into order.

Loading all of  our stuff  into Tangent’s heavy-duty Siglin sledges, we 
set out with four snowmobiles on the 80km journey towards the icecap  
in North Liverpool Land, the weather improving as we went, taking our 
minds off  the jolts and bangs which accompany travel over sea ice and 
snow-covered tundra. Once over the watershed of  Klitdal we dropped 
onto frozen Carlsberg Fjord and pulled up by the snout of  the glacier that 

Base camp for 2015, North Liverpool Land. Looking east from the Eastern Ramparts, Castle Peak.
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would give us access to the icecap. After a brief  recce to assess safe passage,  
the snowmobile drivers took us up onto the ice and I was happy to see again 
the superb mountains I recognised from my two previous visits.

GPS navigation easily relocated our base camp position (N71° 21.679' 
W22° 07.389') at an elevation of  525m and after waving off  the drivers  
we set about installing our tents just 50m from our 2014 site, a safe enough 
distance to avoid digging up anything unwelcome. I knew from experi-
ence that this camp position would give easy access to the mountains, and  
importantly keep us in sunshine for as long as possible each day. Camping 
in winter becomes noticeably less comfortable in shade. We worked to get  
the camp rigged with a perimeter tripwire attached to alarms to alert us  
to polar bear intrusion. I distributed an assortment of  flares and firearms to 
our four tents for additional safety.

After a morning usefully spent constructing a durable, deep and storm-
proof  latrine, we held firearms drill both for reassurance and to make sure 
I was not the only person who could use the rifle should it prove necessary. 
Then we were good to go. For orientation we went on skis, judging the  
glacier to be safe enough to travel unroped, over to 3pm Attack Nunatak (so-
called after a late start made the original ‘Noon Attack’ Nunatak unfeasible) 
a couple of  kilometres distant. A short scramble took us to the rocky top, 

which gave a very good outlook to learn the lie of  the land. Three of  us  
had been here last year so we could show the three first-timers what was 
where. Advice was also offered about mental adaptation to Greenland  
perceptions of  distance; in my experience gauging heights is not a problem, 
but getting used to distances for peak approach and return is not so easy. 
This is probably something to do with clarity of  Arctic air and paucity of  
glacier surface features.

Over the coming days, we climbed and skied in two teams, Richard and 
Roger together, being regular partners from many other trips, while myself, 
Sandy, Ingrid and Geoff  linked up, with Geoff  having the odd day off. 
We adopted what for me has become the Greenland norm: climbing gear  
and ropes, first aid and survival kit, shovels, plus, for those of  us who ski 
telemark-style, climbing boots to change into, are loaded onto a pulk, which 
is then left with the skis at the bottom of  the peak. This saves carrying 
everything and also doubles as a stretcher in case anyone is injured.

Our first ascents and new routes soon began to stack up. Initial forays 
over to the Seven Dwarfs group saw first ascents of  two north faces each 
giving mixed climbing. The rock quality on the Dwarfs is variable, some of  
it very solid but in other parts disturbingly loose. After these pipe-openers, 
we went east towards Neild Bugt where there are many fine peaks. On the 

On the first ascent of Farfarer Peak, by the Dennis Davis Memorial Route. An array of unclimbed peaks in the north sector of North Liverpool Land.
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same day, on opposite sides of  the glacier, simultaneous first ascents were 
made of  Farfarer Peak from the north-west, and Lewty Peak by its shining 
white south face. Then followed a new route and traverse of  Castle Peak, 
which proved the inspiration for Ingrid to construct a special birthday cake 
for my own celebrations next day.

We interspersed our climbing days with some ski tours and ascents for 
variation, allowing us to investigate further afield from camp. These out-
ings were very enjoyable and gave us some superb ski descents on excellent 
snow, two of  the best being ‘Pulk-hauler’s Plummet’ and ‘Pulker’s Plunge’. 
Both of  these delighted Ingrid, as she had acquired the sobriquet of   
the ‘Big Diesel’ due to her prowess in towing the laden pulk. Even with 
a broken telemark binding held together with wire, I found these ski runs 
to be great fun.

More climbing was done, including new routes on two peaks first climbed 
by the Australian ladies in 2012. We climbed Cryogenic on Longridge 
Peak, with Richard and Roger also repeating the Aussie first ascent line, 
and a very fine outing for a new route on the north side of  Mount Mighty,  
Snake in the Outback, completed on a very cold day of  climbing in the shade. 
Richard and Roger had a long, long day going down to and east on the 
southern branch of  Neild Bugt glacier to make the first ascent of  Lancstuk, 
one of  the highest peaks in the area, especially from their start point quite 
close to sea level.

A satisfactory outing, particularly for Sandy and me, was the first ascent 
of  Hvithorn by a route on its south face we called Blanco, very good com-
pensation for being thwarted at the lesser top of  Varmtind in 2014. On our 
return to camp from this climb, Roger and Richard reported the discovery, 
not so far from the tents, of  the tracks of  a big polar bear, causing them  

some unease. Next day the rest of  us skied over to look at this track. Sure 
enough, big deep footprints with long trailed claw-marks went right along 
the glacier. Luckily the camp was out of  sight and the bear had probably not 
picked up any scent. He didn’t come back, but while I slept with a loaded 
rifle, Roger admitted he’d had a couple of  nights without deep rest.

We made further ski tours and then completed first ascents of  two more 
north side routes on another two of  the Seven Dwarfs to add to our list of  
successes, with a final group outing to the Eastern Nunatak and excursions 
over Bird Bone Peak and the Carlsberg Crest. All of  our ascents were either 
on snow and ice, or mixed ground. April and May are on the cold side for 
more technical rock climbing, but there are good potential lines on more 
solid rock, such as the impressive 400m Tower of  Silence, other exposures 
on the Seven Dwarfs and several spurs on the north side of  Mount Hulya 
– maybe better done later in the year, although that would exclude snow-
mobile access. There are still many spectacular unclimbed peaks in North 
Liverpool Land so it is far from being fully developed. Approach to some 
of  them would probably require different base-camp locations, which might 
increase the risk of  bear encounters. As to other wildlife, we saw ravens and 
snow buntings, and a lot of  Arctic fox tracks including one almost at the 
summit of  Hvithorn.

As our days ticked towards the end of  our month in Greenland, I learned 
by sat-phone that Paul Walker’s snowmobiles had problems. To evacuate  
us he generously arranged to piggyback us onto a Twin Otter ski-plane  
charter. We would be spared the bone jarring ‘bump and bang’ of  a three or 
four-hour surface journey. The aircraft landed right by our camp and an old 
friend of  mine, Icelandic pilot Ragnar Olafsson, gave us a quick 20-minute 
ride back to Constable Pynt. Next morning he flew us back across the sea to 
Akureyri in Iceland to round off  a splendid expedition with lovely weather, 
lots of  good climbing and skiing, plenty of  laughter and friendly company 
and a great experience of  the High Arctic.

Routes
Happy (830m), No4 of Seven Dwarfs: N face (Co-ordinates not recorded)
Disneyland (PD+, J & S Gregson, Baber).

Dopey (820m), No5 of Seven Dwarfs: NE face (Co-ordinates not recorded)
Vanishing Gully (AD+/D-, Toon, Gott). Gully and rock ridge.

Castle Peak (780m): N flank (N71° 20.778' W22° 03.322')
Postern Gate (PD, J & S Gregson, Baber, Bonney,). Second ascent by new 
route. Descent and traverse over the Eastern Ramparts ridge.

Farfarer Peak (815m): NW face and ridge (N71° 21.839' W21° 54.295')
Dennis Davis Memorial Route (PD+, J & S Gregson, Baber). First ascent  
of  peak. Named for Dennis Davis, a friend who made the first ascent of  
Nuptse in 1961 and died February 2015.

Polar bear tracks and, inset, up close.
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Lewty Peak (855m): S face (Co-ordinates not recorded)
Memorial Ridge (PD+, Toon, Gott).

Mount Mighty (1005m): NE face (N71° 21.391' W21° 58.850')
Snake in the Outback (PD+/AD-, J & S Gregson, Baber, Bonney.) Second 
ascent by new route).

Lancstuk (1050m): NE face and N ridge (N71° 19.27' W21° 54.45')
First ascent, (PD+/AD-, Toon, Gott). Co-ordinates nearest from N ridge.

Longridge Peak (960m): E rib and face (N71° 23.031' W21° 58.073')
Cryogenic (PD+, J & S Gregson, Baber) Third ascent of  peak by new route. 
Earlier second ascent of  peak via original 2012 Australian by Toon and Gott.

Hvithorn (825m): S face (N71° 23.148' W21° 55.925')
Blanco (PD+, J & S Gregson, Baber). First ascent of  peak.

Sleepy (740m), No7 of Seven Dwarfs: N face (N71° 20.974' W22° 01.428')
Nanok (PD+, J & S Gregson, Baber, Bonney). First ascent of  peak.

Sneezy (c850m), No2 of Seven Dwarfs: N couloir and E ridge (N71° 21.11' 
W22° 00.40')
Atisshoo, Atisshoo, All Fall Down (D+, Toon, Gott). First ascent of  peak.

Eastern Nunatak (620m): W face (N71° 22.574' W22° 01.876')
Second ascent (F, all except Bonney).
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Twin Otter over base camp.


